
Through Their Lens 
A Series of Interviews with Active Grand Photos Volunteers 

Margaret Anne Coles 
Margaret Anne served on the Social Team and helped coordinate the Grand Photos 
displays for the Music Club Classical Concert. For the past four years she 
volunteered as Education Director on the Grand Photos Board and as Education 
Team Leader.  

When did your interest in photography begin? Growing up, my father always had a 
camera and occasionally I would “borrow” the camera to take pictures.  My father 
died when I was 14 and for many years after that photography was not a part of my 
life. When Richard and I married, photography again became part of my life – first 
as a spectator and then growing into my own camera and taking my own pictures.  

How did you arrive at Grand? After a very full and hectic life we decided in 2000 to 
relocate to a warmer environment and a more relaxed lifestyle.  We found Grand on a vacation in 2001, liked what 
we saw, returned home and began applying for jobs.  On Jan 1, 2002 we arrived in Phoenix, began new jobs, 
obtained U.S. citizenship and eventually retired.  

What do you most enjoy about Grand Photos?  The people and 
the energy of the Club.  People are very positive, enthusiastic 
and generous of spirit with their comments and assistance.  I 
have made some wonderful friends through my involvement in 
Grand Photos.  

How did you find yourself in various volunteer roles? When I 
retired, I volunteered to be part of the Social Committee. I also 
helped hang photos in the Studio for the showcases and 
coordinated the Grand Photos presence at the Classical Music 
Concert.  In 2018 Richard ‘volunteered me’ to teach a Smartphone class. That led to leadership of the Education 
Team and much more teaching. For the past four years it has been a rewarding volunteer experience and I find 
teaching to be especially fulfilling. 

What is it about photography that has maintained your interest 
over so many years? The limitless possibilities in subject and 
personal expression are appealing.  

What are your favorite things to photograph? I enjoy capturing 
the essence of places that we travel to whether they are close at 
hand or far away.  From a young age, I have always gravitated to 
the outdoors and enjoy landscape photography. 
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